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REBOUND
The Rivermen have had dismal seasons
in recent years, only to follow with a
tremendou.s year on the court. A year
ago the Rivermenfinished 8-18. So
what's on tap for this season?

EDITORIAL
Clint Zweifel writes that students need to put
additional financial effort into the success of
student organizations.
FEATURES
The Missouri Governor's Council on Disability has named Carolyn Scharkey its
Disabled Student of the year.
SPORTS
Review: Todd Rick and Mark Lynn's stellar
performances highlighted .the Rivermen's
soccer season .
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Voters soundly defeat Hancock II Amendment
.Russell says hiring freeze
will remain in effect for now

University
can 'now

by Jeremy Rutherford

American voter, especially the Missouri voter."
UM-system President George
"Amendment 7: that dog won't Russell, who said he would begin plans
hllilt," said UM-St. Louis Political for cuts if Hancock II passed, issued
Action Committee Chainnan Lance this statement Wednesday:
LeLoup, minutes after the amendment"Although the people of the state
or Hancock II- went down in flames.
of Missouri have rejected Amendment
7, the UniverMissourians
voted 68 perCent
sityofMissouri
to 32 percent
will continue
against Hancock
its work on reII, which could
allocating
have cut $60
available reFOR
32%
million from the
sources to imAGAINST 68%
University of
prove faculty
Missouri
salaries, fix
system's budget.
buildings, reThe measure
place equipUM - SYSTEM Tv'
also would have
ment and imaffected prisons ,
prove prohighways and
grams across
programs for the elderly.
its four campuses."
LeLoup said last week, at the UMUM-St Louis forecasted a loss of '
St. Louis Staff Association meeting, $12 million if Hancock II was ap"With one vote, we could bring down proved. In Aug., Missouri Governor
what it's taken us 30 years to build."
Mel Carnahan a1locatedS 16 million to
Wednesday, LeLoup v,'aS ail smiles. UM-St Louis in bond issues to be
"It looks like ail the hard work has consumed by the University 's Master
paid off," he said. "And it reaffirms the Plan. But the University was ala standconfidence and intdligence of the still when Hancock II was place.d on

move on

news editor .

by Matthew J. Forsythe
editor-in-chief

HANCOCK 11

Photo : Jeremy Ruthertord

WE ARE FAMILY: (from left) William Darby, Chancellor Blanche Touhill , UMSL Political Action Committee
chairman Lance LeLoup, and other members of UMSLPAC toast to the defeat of Hancock II, an amendment
proposal which opponents said would have cut $60 million from the budget of the UM-system. For a minuteby-minute account of the organ ization's party at the Alumni Center, see page 8.

the ballot in Oct.
"My w1derstanding was that Governor Carnahan said if Hancock II
passes, he would not Uoat the bonds,"
Touhill said. "[Now that Hancock II

has been defeated] the Governor has
indicated the state will issue bonds
eannarked for improvements at colleges and universities, including nearly
$16 million for this campus to begin

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

Organization wants
removal of military
recruiters from campus
by Beth Roblnso,n
associate news editor

iL~ c1fshouid beenough,butofcoursethatwouldbeanideal

world."
The l.JM-St. Louis policy is on page 26 of the student
handbook. It slates: University of Missouri-St.,Louis stu-

,s'e e Change, page 8

)

see Hancock, page 4

see Vote, page 8

Touhill· shakes up
Police Department

lesbian, gay Villa e Peo -'Ie
student group .
g
p
speaks out

The Lesbian and Gay Students for Change organization is starting a movement to remove military recruiters
from the' UM-St. Louis campus. This organization was
approved at the Senate Student Affairs Committee meeting on Oct. 26, approximately 30 students make up this
of,c:mization.
As of Tuesday, the organization had set up a committee to deal with this particular issue. Tonya Hutchinson is
the chair of the committee.
"What we have decided
to do ' so far is to pass out
petitions," Hutchinson said.
"We think that the more people
I
we get behind us, the better it
will be."
The group is also planning
to speak with each student
organization and faculty
Hutchinson member in an attempt to gain
additional support.
"Washington Unive.rsity is going through this exact
same thing right now," Hutchinson said, "so we are going
to try and work with them to.exchange ideas."
Apparently, students at Washington University have
already starte.d to circulate their petitions and have acquired .
many signatures in support of their organization. The
Lesbian and Gay Students for Change at UM-St. Louis are
planning to use some of the same methods that are being
used by the Washington University group.
"We don't think that this is just a gay and lesbian
issue." Hutchinson said. "There are many reasons why
people wo uld not want the military to be on campus, like
:radsm and sexism." .
"One of the main things that we have behind us, is the '
non-discrimination policy that UM-St. Louis has for gays
and lesbians, which would be in direct conflict with the
recruiters being on campus," Hutchinson said. "That in

implementing its master plan."
The Hancock II proposal and the
Amendment 6 gambling issue brought

As the dark clouds that were
Hancock II part over the University,
. the Administration got back to work on
long-range projects designed to improve the campus.
Deputy to the Chancellor Donald
Driemeier said that the University '
would continue to move forward on
projects that might have been cancelled
if Hancock II had passed.
"[Hancock II defeat] removes a
cloud overhead and allows us to proceed
in an active manner with the implementation of the Master Plan," ,
Driemeier said.
Unfortunately the University will
have to move forward without the help
of any new employees. In a statement
released to the press on Nov. 8, 1994,
University of Missouri Presi dent
George Russell said that the hiring .
freeze would continue despite the failure

HATS OFF: Employees of Continental Construction repair damaged steps between
Lucas and Clan< Halls last week. Orange spray paint had marked the damaged areas
since the beginning of the fall semester.

The UM -S t. Louis has expanded its
arrangement with the St.Louis County
Police Department effective Nov. 12,
Chancellor Blanche Touhill announced
Friday.
St.Louis Police County Lt Robert
Roeseler, who has worked for the
University sinceJuly ,has been assigned
to safety operations on the campus.
Roeseler takes the place of CapL James
Smalley, who was the interim director
of the UM -S t. Louis Police Department.
Smalley assumed control of the of the
department in August when John
Pickens, the former chief of police,
took a similar position at Northern Illinois University.
"In July , I announced several operational changes involving the University Police Department and indicated
that the department would undergo
organizational changes as we," Touhill

• see Campus Crime,
page 4
said in the letter. "Therefore I have
expanded our arrangement with the St.
Louis County Police Department to
provideus with th'e leadership and extra
personnel to ensure campus safety."
Evaluations of changes made to the
UM-St. Louis Police Department appeared in issues 804 and 805 of The
Current The stories stemmed from a
meeting between Touhill, Smalley and
Reinhard Schuster, vice chan elior of
Administrative Services.
Smalley said the University was
disappointed with the visibility of the
patrol officers, particularly the officers
patrolling the campus in th.c Cushman
carts.

"She complained that she can not
look out of her office window and see

see Police, page 4

Maclean proposes increase in student fees
Three variables account for needed increase, vice chancellor says
by Beth Robinson
associate news editor

At the Student Government Association (SGA) meeting
Tuesday ,Sandy Maclean, vicechancellotof StudentAffairs,
presented a proposal for increases in student fees. These
increases will be implemented in the summer of 1995.
There were three variables that lead to the increases.
"We are under a UM directive to pull money out of
auxiliaries and put it into higher priorities," said Maclean.
The higher priorities include libraries, undergraduate
education, development of professional programs and research.
Over five years, money will be pulled from general operating
money, state money and tuition and transferred into student
fees.
Another reason for the increase is inflation.
"The University of Missouri system is also requiring,
based on legislative pressure, to set up maintenance and
reserve funds for all of the buildings [on campus]," MacLean
said. "That is 1.5 percent of the value of the building."
"These are things which we have no control over,"
MacI....eaIfsaid.
.
The money for the buildings will go into a capital pool and
will beusedon this campus only. This money doe$notincfude

the maintenance of the roads. Maclean also said that there
is a long range plan to resurface all the roads.
SGA controls the student activities fee and the student
service fee. These two fees generate nearly $300,000.
Maclean takes SGA's recommendations for the increases

'We are under a UM
directi've to pull money out of
auxiliaries and put it into higher
. priorities'
-L owe 'Sandy'MacLean, vice
chancel/or of Student Affairs
of these fees. SGA was first told of their need to make a
decision on the amount of increase at the meeting. MacLean
asked that SGA have their recommendations LO him by
Tuesday, Nov. 8.
"We can supply all the information they will need,"
MacLean said. "I think they have enough time to make a

good decision."
"I would have liked more time," SGA president Chris
Jones said. "At least a month."
"I would recommend that they increase the student
activity fee, but not the student service fee," said Maclean.
"The student service fee is running a nice balance, so we
might as well leave it the way it is."
All of the money generated from the student activities
fee directly benefits the student organizations. These fees
serve 65 organizations.
In other SGA news:
The Studen t Court justices were appointed at.the SGA
meeting. The new justices are: Nkruma Zubeli (senior,
Political Science); Jerry Conwell (senior, Business-Accounting); Jackie Miller Uunior, Business); Shannon Pack
(senior, Business-Marketing); Tom Lawson Uunior, Business-Marketing) and Steve Bartok (senior, Business-Management and Accounting).
Also at the SGA meeting, President Chris Jones brought
up a proposal to the StudentAffairs Committee. The proposal
outlines a new procedure for registered student groups to
receive funding for programs with less hassle.

see Fees, page 4
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I For Sale I Help Wanted I Personals
FREE FOR
CLASSIFICATION
STUDENTS
TEXT :

____ ______

The drop-dIbox Is at The Omatlolla lllilrqat7940l'IaturalBidge next to the Internallonal Hou.e.
w~~
~
~-----_~

Classified Advertising Policy

HELP WANTED

Paid classif ied advertising receives
priority over free classified orders . STUDENT TRAVEL SALES!
All orders should be mai led to "Julie",
Sunchase Tours is looking for amc/o The Current, 8001 Natural
bitious sales reps to promote ski
Bridge . Drop box for ads is at the
and beach trips for spring break
offices of The Current, 7940 Natural
'95! Earn cash and · free trips. Call
Bridge: All student/faculty orders
today : 1-800-SUNCHASE.
must include name and student/staff
number on order. Students currently . CURRENT CLASSIFIEDS REattending UM-St. Louis may adver- ALLY WORK! Call 553-5175 to
advertise.
tise free of charge.

. FREE RENT!

HELP WANTED
EXTRA INCOME FOR 94'
Earn $500 - $1 000 weekly stuffing enve lopes. For details- .
RUSH $1.00 with SASE to :
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive,
. Suite 307·
Dover, DE 19901

FOR SALE

WEST COUNTY PRESCHOOL '
needs last day assistants . M-F,
3 :00-6 :00 p. in., _experience preferred . Call 458-4540, Susie or
Barb,

BLACK SOFT TOP for 1987-1995
Jeep Wrangler . Great condition. No
tears. $300 .00 or best offer. Call Mike
at 567-4260.

SERVICES

1973 Mercedes, 280 SEL- white wi
new leather interior, runs well, low
mileage. $2000 fi rm. 862-1631 .

MATH TUTOR
1 free session
Call fo r an appointment.
381 -9622

FUNDRAISING Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting either 3 or
7 days. No investment. Earn $$$ for
your group plus personal cash boINTERNATIONAL STUDENTS :
nuses for yourself. Call 1-800-932- . DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S.
0528, Ext. 65.
Imm igration. Greencards provide U.
S . .permanent resident status. CitiEARN MONEY Reading books!
zens of almost all countries are al$30,OOO/yr Income potential.Details.
lowed . For info & forms: NeW Era
(1) 805-962-8000 Ext. Yc2166
Legal Services 20231 Stagg St.,
Canoga Park, CaliL91306 Tel:
(818)772-7168 ;( 818)998-4425
EASY WORK,EXCELLENT PAY
Monday-Sunday:1 Oam-11 pm .
.
Mailing Products
Send SASE to: INTL
2221 Peachtree Road N.E.
Suite 0-415
Atlanta, Ga . 30309

ADVERTISE IN THE CURRENT!

FOR RENT

No Office Visit Required
Chris L Gavras
Attorney At Law

* PRE-MEDS *

APR . ASPIRING PHYSICIAN'S RESOURCE
Preparation for your medical school interview •

APR i s an individualized preparation for the [mal hurdle your medical school interview - by an M.D. with 7 years'
experience and proven applicant success. Your candidacy now
depends on skills infinitely less quantifiable than grades.
This interview is your single opportunity to prove .Y.Q!! should
be selected over other qualified applicants.
Call APR: (708) 798-4480

we can offer~

BE A WINNER
Career Placement
Services now. ..
CPS offers;'
On Campus Recruiting
Job Skills Workshops
Resume Expert
Current Job Listings
Career Resource Library
Co-op & Internships
for Sophs and Juniors
• .Senior Placement

•
•
•
•
•
•

308 Woods Hall - 553-5111

. Edward D. Jones & Co., one of the fastest
I growing brokerage flnns in the nation, has
, immediate openmgs for the 1995 TaxHotline. The
successful candidate must be proficient with manual tax
preparation and comfortable within a computer environment
Must be analytical, detail oriented and need little direction.
Excellent telephone, customer service, problem solving and
organizational skills are required. Brokerage experience is
preferred. VITA and tax preparation experience (esPecially
Form 1040) is a plus. Candidate can be an undergraduate or
, graduate student pursuing a degree in finance, accounting or
business that has completed a college level tax course. Must be
able to work 30-40 hours per week from approximately Decerpber
" 19, 1994, through April 21, 1995; flexible day, evening, and
Saturday hours offered. This is an hourly position with a
I graduated pay scale.
To apply, please send a resume to:

Edward D. Jones .& Co.
Human Resources CHTAXHOT
201 Progress Parkway
Maryland Heights, MO. 63043
I

~

The Army Reserve Alternate
Training Program is asmart way to pay
for college.
First, if you qualify, the
Montgomery GI Bill can provide you
with up to $6,840 for current college
expenses or approved vo/tech training.
Second, if you have-or obtain-a
qualified student loan not in default, you
may get it paid off at the rate of 15% per
year or $500, whichever is greater, up to
amaximum of$10,OOO. Selected military
skills can double that maximum.
Third, you can eam part-time
money in college, and here's how it
works: One summer you take Basic
Training, and the next summer you
receive skill training at an Army school.
You'll eam over $1,500 for Basic and
even more for skill training. Then you'll
attend monthly meetings at an Army
Reserve unit near your college, usually
one weekend amonth plus two weeks a
year. You'll be paid over $105 aweekend
to start. It's worth thinking about Give
us a call:

426-0335
BE ALL YOU CAM Br

ARMY RESERVE

CONSIDERING A CHIROPRACT Ie CAREER?
CONSIDER LOGAN AS ITS FO UNDATION.

Logan College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications
for our 1995enterin~ classes in
January, May, 'and September.
Required at time of entry:
.Specifi c degree-level coursework from an
accredited college or university.
-A personal interest in a career as a primary care
physician .

Logan College offers:

Get A Job
That Counts!

FULLIPART-TIME,TEMPORARY
ASSOCIATES 1995 TAXHOTLINE

1. The Montgomery GI Bill
2. Student loan repayment
3. Part-time income '

• APR also offers help/editing on your essay/personal statement.
Call for information.
~

. Proudly serving the students ofUM-St. Louis
Check Course Catalog
for courses that satiSfy
Cultural Diversity
Requirement
• World Cultures
• Cultures of Asia
-Sex and Gender Across
Cultures

Three ways to
beat the high
cost of college.

REPRESENTATION
CALL

Register with

·Wewill scc
that you get
the best that

WANTED

FOR LEGAL

Free Phone Consultation

of Anthropo,logy

PERSONALS

TRAFFIC
TICKET?

FEES FROM $30

The Department

JEWISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (JSA), announces its first
meeting for November 17th. If you
are interested in joining this org anization, call 553-5198 or show up fo r
the meeting in 452 SSB at 1 :15 p.m.

COMPAQ PORTABLE COMPUTER
Recognized Student Groupsw/built- in video display. 5 1/4 inch ' The time has come to prepare for
doub le floppy disk drive. $100.00.
next year's budgets. Mandatory
Call 394-0487.
SABC workshops will be. held November 17 & 18. Call 5291 for de87 TOYOTA CEUCA ST, Auto, air,
tails.
AM /FM, cassette , new battery , brake .
130,000 mi. $3,OOO.00/best offer .
Do you plan on constructing any
Contact 381-4456.
newsletters, informational packets, etc.? Save your time and
money by calling Clint at 553-681 0_

CLA YTON HIGH SCHOOL FORENSICS team needs judges fo r their
annual varsity forensics tournament.1t
'will
take place November 18 & 19,
SUBLEASE. 2 Bedroom apt.
$340.QO/month . 5 mins . from UMSL Friday 4-8 p.m. and Saturday 8 a.m.Nice and quiet. Available in Nov. Call 5 p.m. Plea se contact Tim Gore at
726-2575 weekdays.
381-4456 or leave a message.

781-4843

"In the whole world of possibility
Anthropology provides a key to
the door. "
. Sheilal l Clarke-Ekong
Assistant Professor of
t4 nthropology

MISCELLANEOUS

HELP WANTED

PRESENTS

Q

«

- A professional school of 800 students with an
exlremely low student/faculty ratio
_ Preparation for a career as a doctor, licensed as a
Primary Healthcare Provider in the United States
and all Canadian provinces.
_ In five academic years, a combination of basic
science and clinical science wi th clinical
preparation, clinic~1 performance, and chiropractic
concepts and practices.
-Accreditation by the Council on Chiropractic Education and the Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools.
- A beauu1u1 campus in the suburbs of a major metropolitan area with a low cost of living
For complete infonnation, just request our portfolio
by writing or calling, toll free, 8001782-3344
(in Canada, It'S 800/533-9210).

LOGAN

COLLEGE. OFt CIDROPRACfIC

1851 SchO€ttler Road. Box 1065. Chesterfield, MO 63006·1065

L -_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... - - - - -

TELECLAIMS REPRESENTATIVES

;n?~ir~..r
There's great things in store fo r you at Mayl Working fG r The
May Deportment Stores Company cou ld be a great credit to your
future . Call todoy and we' ll tell you why you should work for the
nation's top retoiler.

~

Working part-time in our Claims Center in Clayton, you'll be
receiving accident reports over the phone and entering the
information' into the computer.

If
•
•
•

At the
West County YMCA
. Chesterfield Community Theatre
16464 Burkhardt Place
Tickets at door $3.00
Students and Seniors $1.00

you ...
Have Excellent Telephone Skills
Have Strong Data Entry Skills
Are PC Literate

We can offer you ...
• Free Parking in Clayton
• Great Part-Time Schedules, Working 24-30 Hours/Week
• Comprehensive Training
• Competitive Starting Salary
• Merchandise Discount At Famous Barr And Lord & Taylor
If you ' re interested in exploring the great benefits we have to
o ffer, ca ll:

342-6838

MAY

Equal Opportunity Employer
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.Students must pay
to' -see'
benefits of ~mptis ~rg~~ti!lns
by Clint Zweifel
. managing editor

the

the fee has suffered. Raising fee 10
cents will ~eep organizations at .th¢
cwT~nt}evel of funding. bUl,student _
organiZations needmore than that.
'
. There are many who say money ·
. cannot be used to correct problems'.
This is true. Money is: not always the·
savior for one's needs. .
'
.
But mOlley is important because
students deserve organizations that are
· funded well enough to put on programs
that entice sUideilt invo~vement Student organizations may have all kinds
of ideas to reach studtmts, but they
cannot implement those ideas without ·
the necessary funding.
. The numbeti are

For students, it sometimes seems
asifUniversityadministration'spolicy
revolves aroun~ picking students'
pocketbooks.
It is frustrating for students when
their educational fees and tuition rise,
especially since they have little control
over the decision -making process. This
lack of student control builds a wall
betvveen frustrated students and administration.
There is a hole in that wall at UMStLouis.. Through this
hole, students can have
direct effcct on Univer- .
deceiving~ An alloca- ·
sily policy that plays a
tion of close to
integral role in the suc$300,CXXlappearstobe cess of student campus
an overly sufficient
lifc-the funding alioamount of money for .
calions for studem orgastudent organizations'
nizalions.
survivalandsuccess. It
To seta StudentAcisn't, though. Over 60
tivity Fee or Service Fee for the next .: organizations receive funding ·from
fiscal year, Student Government As- . that $300,000. The average
sociation (SGA) first makes a recom- organization's budget hoversjust over
meocllition on the amoUnt of the fee . . $4,000, ~dmany speakers' fees cost
The recommendation is ba<>ed on stu- over twice that amount
dent organizations' needs and students'
. SGAPresidentChristopherJones
willingness to pay a specific sum of needs to take a serious look increasing
money. A cost of living increase is also theS tudent Activity Fee when he gives
taken into account Sandy MacLean, his recommendation to Maclean this
.
.
.
vicechancellorofStudentAffairs,said week. These projections show that a
past SGA admirustrations have been minimal increase in ·the Student Acconservali ve about raising the fee.
tivity Fee greatly increases · overaJ.i
It is time for this conservatism to revenue going to student organizaby Matthew J; Forsythe
change. Responsible funding is impor- tions~
editor-in-chief
tant, but so is suffICient funding.
It is no secret that UM-St Louis .
'Per credit hour charge: $1.25
. One full-time student's .Activity
A corisistent obstacle to swift jushas a serious problem With student
tice in the "Sexy Legs ll"'controversy
involvement;J?ut, the University has . Fee total for one year: $30
. Total revenue to student organi- has been, without a doubt, the disorgiven students a direct role 'in deciding
the Student Activity Fee, sotherespon- zationsbascdon216,OOOcredithours: . ganization of Student Court.
Since the beginning of the controsibility lies in the hands of students to $2.70,CXXl
versy, the Court has taken every opmake improvements in student life.
·portunity to get in the way of progress
Control over the amount of funding
·Per credit hour charge: $1.65
One full~time student's Activity .of this issue.
student organizations receive gives
The problem appears to be a lack
students a real role in increasing student Fee total for one year: $39.60
Total revenue to student organi- of policy concerning the Court. On
in otvement
Recent Student Activity Fee alio- zations based on 216,OOOcredithours: , several occasions, acting Chief] ustice
Steven Bartok seemed to be making up
$356,400
can ns are as follows:
Organization leaders are in a pre- .the ruleS as he went along.
•1988-891$24O,CXXl
Throughout the last few months.
01989-901$251,200
carious situation. They listen to comBartok
got in hotwater with both Sigma
plaints
from
students
who
say
organi-1990-91/$257,860
Pi,.
the
fraternity that put up the sign,
zationsdo not attrnctenough big-name
-1991-92!$290,858
and
Tonya
Hutchinson. the student
talent Those same complaining stu-19.92-931$272 ,464
who
filed
the
complaint against the
dents need to give organizations
-1993-94/$292 ,988
fraternity: . '
.
'
enough funding to put on the prograrils
01994-951$293,865
Bob Schmalfeld; director of Stu- they are asking for. Most sUideD[
d nt Activities, sad to keep organiza- organizations are doing what they can .
tions funded at the current rate in fiscal _ with the money they have. Students
year 1995-% , students will need to pay cannot ask for anymore thari that
SGA needs to make a stand in the
a 10 cent increase per credit hour on
their Student Activity Fee. This would · name of student involvement and give
bring the $1 .25 per credit hour charge organizations a real chance to flourto $ 1.35, increasing the increasing the ish, by increasing the Student Activity
stude-Ill activity fee by $2.40 per year Fee by 40 cents per credit hour.
for a full-time student
SGA is holdifig an emergency .
Funding for student organizations'
meeting
Noy. 15 at 2 p.m to discuss
has been a catch-up garne and even a 10
the
recommendiuion
of the Student
cent per hour increase is not going to
Activity
Fee.
nuke up for the fmancial abandonment

.

.
. .

.

.

Court nee~s or ganization, logic to eliminate haphazard decisions
The somebody who knows something
fraternity about there kinds ofeases and he fCCfelt the · ommendedthat I give trte fraternity
Court did . time to get ready. That's thereason for'
not give . the decision."
Who is this person that Bartok
th e m
talked
with and how does his recomenough
mendation
override Student Court
time to

here is policy and how a consistent policy
can help organize and improve the actions taken by Student Court. Bartok has
on several occasions taken the time to
quote Student Court rules.
Is there really a rulebook or are we
putting one together through precedent?
Bartok' s behavior would suggest the
latter. .
The decisions of a student court should
not be made haphazardly.
A written policy gives things an organizedflow and baCks a justice up when
a dedsion is questioned.
Although justice is someLimes not
swift, it should follow its ovm internal
logic, qepending on the clear and concise
written procedures of those who ran the
Court over the years.
S tudentCourt has a long way to get to
this point, but it is high time to start.

rules?
The hearing was further delayed
the first hearingthat Wa<i scheduled for
Sept. 27 at Z p.m.
. when Student Court had trouble re. Bartok said that "by Student Coun cruitingjustices. I can understand how
rules" the timing and manner of notifi- this process could take a long time on
cation (a phone call ,six days prior to the UM-SLLouis campus. The thing I
can not understand is why Student
the hearing date) were acceptable.
Then Bartok flip-flopped on his Court needs six justices to. hold a
position, and much to the chagrin of hearing. . .
In the averagecourt only one judge
Tanya Hutchinson, postponed the
is needed, but at UM-St Louis we
hearing date.
•'The fraternity asked that th.e date need sixjustices, not to holda trial, but
be pos~ned because they weren't to hold a hearing.
The issue that I am talking about
ready," Bartok sald. ''I talked with

prepare for

iVoice 0 the people..~
'Hetero-sexist' party not way to Evening student calls newspaper
discover sexuality,. reader says homophobic; demands apology
of this party, and more precisely, the
sign.
The answer was revealed to me
later' in the day when r saw a flier for
the exact same
It states: "Are
you heterosexual? Find out for sure
Saturday. Heterosexual Awareness
Night!"
Is there some doubt about sc. uality here? Is this implying that the party
will be held for people who are unsure
of the sexuality? I had al ways assumed
. that almost everymernber of every
fraternity was straight Or; at least if
they were gay, they were extremely

Dear Editor1

Letter to the editor policy
The Current welcomes letters to the editor. lAtters should be kePt brief. The
use of ang mater/alls at the editor's discretion.
.
Ed itIng ma!:l be necessary for space and clarit!:l. Ideas will no! be aIteied. but
the editor loill aooid cWscenUy, libel and InDaslons of prioacy.
Letters do no! necessa.rll!:l reflect the opinion of The Current.
Fo/' purposes of oerificalion, alllelt.eJ:s must bear the writer's handwritten
signature, address, stucbyJt Identificalion number and home or Work telephone
number. If requested, all efforts will be made to maintain the writer's anonymity.

Walking through campus the other
day, I was alanned to see
advertisement for a PartY sponsOred by the
College Republicans and the Sigma Pi
Fraternity.
As many others who have seen it
know, the sign is a promotion for "'Heterosexual Awareness Night" 1am £Cali y curious to know the true intentions

an

PartY.
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closeted.
The flier is a big surprise to me
because I wasn't aware the College
Republicans and the fraternal comm unity were so sensitive.toward"pointyheaded liberals" and to the needs of
those who are experimenting.
But believen1e boys and girls; this
party is not the place to discover your
. . true selves, because beer and the Rush
Limbaugh show Can be a very nasty .

writer.

AU rnalerial contained in this issue is
the preperty of The Current, and canna',
be reproduced or Teprinted withO~he
ex:pr/!$Sed written coruen t ofTh e Cl
t.

1

combination.

For those of you who really want
to taIk to someooe about yoUT problems,
you should attend the next meeting of
LeSbian, Gay and Bisexual Students
for Change. We're friendly, loVing,
caring· and willing to listen to your
corn:;erns,butmOstofall, we're here to
help you.
And the best part is; we won't
charge you $2 at the door!

Deeply concerned
Bill Coons

I personally feel thatan apology needs
to be made to our organization and the
worn'en on this campus. A written apology in The Current would be acceptable.

Deaf Editor,

lam writing this letter as a member
and in support of th e Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Students for Change.
There seems to be some sort of a
problem with an article being written
for our group in The Current. Itseems
that The Current found it newsworthy
to print a front-page article pertaining
to the removal of Sigma Pi's sexist
"sexy legs" sign. You did not fmd it
newsworthy, thqugh, to print an article
for our group concerning students
tearing down our signs placed on
campus bulletin boards as fast as they
are put there_ Ida fmd that to be
discriminatory on your part.
It was rather distasleful to put a
picture of the "sexy legs" sign on the
front page. The purpose of removing
the sign was because it was sexist and
disrespectful towards women. Printing
the picture of the sign shows me your
paper has little respect for.· women
students that make The Cunwu possible by paying your wages. As a
woman on this campus, I need to say:
"You are fired)"
It is real scary Lhat pe.op1e who arr.
suppose to be educated are sa narrow
minded. The Current really needs to
take the time and recognize £he irnportanceofhaving agroup like ours on
a college campus.
You proved your homophobia by
printing Sigma Pi's heterosexual
awareness ad in issue 806 of The
Current, but refused our request to
print an article for ont organization.

Unsigned
evening student

Correction
In issue 806, a caption for a photo at
the top left of page one refers to Southern
Illinois University-Carbondale. The
school that should have been referred to
is Southern llIinois UniversityEdwardsville.
Also in issue 806, a picture at the top
right of page five is identified as Valeria
T. D'Souza. The name should read
Valerian T. D'Souza

electronic mail
.

.

contact

.~.

Follow these instructions to subscribe to The Current's public bulletin

· ooard.
First, log on to CM S on the
University's computer network. This
can be accessed through IntcrneL
Next.
mail
to
listserve@umslvma.umsl.edu, In the
body of your note, type sub current and
then your full name.
After you have subscribed, to read
or send mail to the bulletin ooard, mail
to currenJ@umslvmn.rmtSl.edu.
If you WRnt to send a private letter
to
the
editor,
mail
to
cwrenJ@umslvma.lunsl.edu:

\

.
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UM-St. Louis Student Affairs
Proposed Student F ees Increases
Departmen t

~t

Proposed

Change(%)

Athletics
University Center
Student Activity
Student Service
M ark Twain Renovation

$4.22
$2.15
$1.25
$0.20
$1.25

$4.82
$2.84

14.2
32.1

$1.45

16

-to be determined

Fees from page 1
The current system requires student organizations to submit a budget
for the entire academic year to the
Student Activities Budget Committee
(SABC). The committee then goes
through the planned budget to identify
all of the proposed costs and then money
is allocated to the student organization.
Under theproposed system ,student
groups would be allowed to receive
funds for one time only events without
applying for supplemental fmancial
support from the SABC. The organization would have to fill out a short
fonn to receive the funds.
SGA is proposing that $5(xx) of

the SABC funds be set aside for use in
this program. Availability of the funds
would be on a first come first serve
basis. Registered studen tgroups would
be allowed to apply for up to $300, one
time per academic year and for one
event only. Organizations must decide
to take this option prior to the SABC
budget request deadline.
If the organization decides to take
this option, they will forfeit their voting
rights in the SGA assembly the remainder of that fiscal year. Once an
organization takes this option, they
cannot apply for SABC activity or Student service fees. To reaquire their

voting rights they have to submit a
budgetary proposal to a full SABC in
Jan.
During a set time frame for organization budget requests, money will be
allocatedbySABC.Ifanyexcessfunds
available, they will be set aside in an
account to be distributed by thesllldent
comptroller and three members of the
SABC until the funds are exhausted, or
the next budget deadline.
Chris Jones called an emergency
meeting of the assembly "to discuss
confmning the SABC to disperse next
years funds." This meeting will be held
at 2 p.m. in the Benton Theaf!e.

are

November 14, 1994

Hancock from page 1
of Hancock II.
Driemeier would not say if this
would bean obstacle to the University's
future growth.
"The hiring freeze has been continued by the President," Driemeier

said. "I think we need to understand the
President's thinking on this matter before assessing judgement good. or bad.
We need to wait until his general olr
jectives become more specific."
One project that: is reaching a more
specific stage of development is the
plan fora new University Center. The
planning committee had two meetings
on Thursday to discuss the new financial model prepared by Brailsford Associates, a facilities planning consultant
Paul Brailsford, president of
Brailsford Associates, lead the committee through the information provided by the model The whole financial model was programmed into a lap. top computer which displayed the financial fate of the new University center on the meeting room wall via a
special projector. Jeff Turner, an analyst for Brailsford Associates, could
then answer questions from the planning committee almost immediately

by changing numbers in the computer change with further nUmber crunching
by the planning committee.
model.
Kel Ward., Student Government
"It is the most outstanding model I
have seen anywhere at anytime." said Association vice president. attended
Bob Schmalfeld, director of Student the meeting and acted as the student
Activities and member of the planning voice when the committee needed
feedback on certain issues.
committee.
"With sllldents providing a majorThis instant information left the
planning committee free to discuss is- ity of the money to build [the new
University Center] they should have a
sues of policy.
One of the issues grappled with big say so in how it is run," Ward said.
The person with the biggest say in
was the size of the student fee increase
which would be needed to pay for the how the new building will be built and
new building and when that Student fee paid foris Chancellor Blanche TouhilL
The committee plans to be able to
increase would take effect
The conclusion the committee ar- present the finalized financial model to
rived at was to begin the student fee the Chancellor some time in Jan.
increase when the building opened and
Jim Edson, a University architect
make the University Center fee some- and member of the planning commitwherein the neighborhood of$6,05 per tee, said the committee was "really
credit hour. This would drive the tollli close" to a favorable balance between
student fee up to $9.38 per credit hour. what the University wants and what it
There is a 12 hour cap on the fees so the canaffoni
maximum a sLudent would pay is
'The committee is considering the
$112.56 per semester.
tight economic environment that we
This increase in the student fee was are in right now and is working very
planned to avoid the problem of start- . hard to get the one-slOp shopping [coning the fee before the building was cept] that the students want"
The time taken to redesign the ficompleted thereby charging students
who would never use the facility. These nancial model, the student referendum
numbers are still preliminary and could will be pushed back to the Spring.

10-28
At 10 a.m., two juveniles were
taken into custody at UM-St Louis
MetroLink South. They were released
to their parents.
.

11·1
A staff person reported damage to

a wooden door at the Child Development Center. The damage occurred
between 10-28 at 8 a.m. and 11-1 at 10
am.
11·2
A student reported that on 10-31,

:- Who
says
there
aren't
any
good
jobs?

she forgot her purse itl 209 Lucas Hall.
At 10:30 a.m. on 11-2, contents of the
purse was found in the outside book
drop at Thomas Jefferson Library.

A student reported that unknown
persons damaged a windshield, wiper
ami on his vehicle between 8: 10 aJll.
and 9:45 am. The vehicle had been
parked on Parking Lot "P" on West
Drive.

11-3
A person reported that between
8:50 am . and 1:12 p.m., unknown
persons stole the license plate tabs from
the front and rear of the vehicle. The
vehicle had been parked on Parking
Lot "G."

11-4
A staff person reported the theft of
her wallet and it's contents from an

.

•

Police from page 1

----------------------------------Campus Crime Campus Crime Campus Crime
----------------------------------The following criminal incidents
were reported to campus police
during the period Oct. 28-Nov. 9. II
readers have information that could
assist the police investigation they
are urged to call campus police 553·
5155.

"

the carts," Smalley said in issue 804. the gaps."
Smalley will stay on the force, and
''The carts, though, were limited to
being mobile. That could explain why work 7 am. to 3 p.m. A sergeant from
the Chancellor may not be seeing Stlouis County will work.3p.m. to 11
them."
p.m., and a second sergeant will work
insecure desk drawer between 10:30
Touhill said she did meet with 11 pm. to 7 am.
am. and 11 :15 a.m. The office was
Smalley, but said she meets with the
Touhill said as evidenced by a reunattended while the victim was out of
department often.
cent study, UM -S t Louis is one of the
the area. The incident occurred in 249
"I am very proud •of the campus,"
Benton Hall.
Touhill said in issue 805. "I think the
11-7
police are doing a very fine job of
A staffperson reported that between engaging themselves in community
11-5, at 8 am. and 11-7, at 8 pm., . outreach."
unknown persons took a GTE TeleSmalley said in an interview Friday,
phone from 110 Woods Hall.
"I learned about (the changes) yester11·8
day." Smalley said he hopes adding
A staff member reponed that be- officers will improve the force.
tween 11-7, at 9 p.m. and 11-8, at 11
"Right now we're shorthanded
a.m ., a pair of Oakley sunglaSses were
manpower wise," he said. "We're
stolen from his office.
lacking at least six police officers. (The
11·9
University) isjusttrying to fill some of
A person reported that between
10:30 am., and 3 p.m. unknown persons took a purse from her vehicle
which was parked on parking lot '1."
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
The purse was found by a worker.

safest universities in Missouri.
'These measures are intended not
only to improve this foundation, but
also to foster a better relationship between campus police and students, faculty and staff."
Attempts to contact Roeseler were
unsuccessful.

..

..

pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

EXPERIENCE MAKES A
DJFFERENCE

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING

• IMMEDIATE practical assistance
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Brentwood 962-5300· Ballwin 227·2266· Bridgeton 227-8775

St Charles 724-1200 • South City 962·3653 • Midtown 9464 900

A good education is the first step towards a career, but hands-on
experience gives you an edge over other applicants. You can get
that valuable experience with Edward D. Jones & Co. We have
positions available in InfonnationSysterns, Marketing, Operations,
Branch Administration, and Accounting.
Opportunities include:
-part-time

-full-time
. -temporary
-internships
Stop by and visit with arepresentativefromEdwardD. Jones & Co.
to learn more about what we can offer you.

Friday, November 18, 1994
10 a.m. -2 p.m.

University Center
University of Missouri-St.Louis
We look joreward to meeting you!

~

.\fter Hours Call: I-S()O-55f)-~900

\Ve Care.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSESAREN'T JUSTIN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND•
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a n urs·

,
\'

with your level of experience. As
an A rmy officer, you'll command the

ing student who wa nts to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, cons ide r

benefits only the Army can ciffer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You' lI be trea ted as

signing bonus, h OUSing all owan ces" and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation- you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities comme nsurate

m:jnd of your life. C all1-800-USA ARMY .

ARMYNURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Edward D. Jones & Co.

::;

I

)

I'm Here When·
You Need Me
, " "

TIME IS RUNNING O .UT
Apply today with Ul1ited ·Parcel Service.
Applications are being accepted for

;.:

$8.00 hr
QRRUS.

~55

The Automatic Teller

Normandy Bank CuatOJIKn, gd you applkatioD
at the facility in U. Center or caIlw at 383-5555.
If your account is with another bank. your ATM
card caD be wed at the machine in D. Cente~jf
it has a Ba.DkMate or Cirrus symbol on it •

Member FDIC

'"._.n. u
.. . w
. . .... I
... f
. .. .
:12
.. .W
·,.. ....lI"Il ·
f.n.
Wi
"-J

. . _---------------j.
7151 Natural Bridge. St. Louis, MO 63121

Part-Time Loaders and Unloaders

• Qualify for Student Loans after one year
• No Weekends! Work Monday thru Friday
• ·15-25 Hours Per Week
• Paid Holidays & Vacations
• Excellent . Benefits

Contact Career Placement to Apply
346 Woods Hall 553-5317

EOE M/F

.~.
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Just a Thought
by Don Barnes
features ediior

Ho·me
Training
101

UM-St.Louis student honored bv
Governor's Council on Disability
Carolyn Scharkey named Disabled Student of the Year
decided to return
to school after a
26 year break.
Carolyn Schatkey , a UM-St. Louis
''1 dec id ed
studenL, was recently honored as the . back in Jan. of
Disabled Student of the Year by the '89," she said.
Missouri Governor' s Council on Dis- "Our pastor was
. saying that God
ability.
Scharkey, who is legally blind, is has plac ed a
president of the National Federation of dream inside of
the Blind (NFB)-SlUdemDivision. She e ve r y body's
also is working toward a degree · in heart and for
social wo rk at the Pierre Laclede some of us that
-might mean goHonor'S Co llege.
"IL wa" a great feeling [to win the in g back to
award)," Scharkey said. "It juSt goes to schooL"
She said she
show that with the right suppon, you
was reluctant at
can win and fulfill your dreams."
The award was presented by County first because she
Executi ve Buzz Westfall in a ceremony thought her eyeto recognize community leaders for sight wo uldn' t
their workin 0reaking dovm barriers to allow her to be a
inclusion for people with disabilities at very good stu- .AND THE WINNER IS: Award winne r Ca roly n Sc harkey with St . LouiS County Exec ut ive
home, school, work, and community denl.
Th en , Buzz Westfall and event e mce e Veronica Lieb
through
life.
powered magnifying glasses that enScharkey, 49, is married and has Florissant Valley Community College, people.
large the print to about 1(2 inch in size;
"I
have
a
pair
ofwhal
I
call
bubble
three grown sOns. With a little encour- she was exposed to the array of new
glasses,"
she
~d.
'They
are
highagement from her pastor, Scharkey technology available to help blind
Award, page 6

. by Scott Lamar
associate features editor

gum in the grass liLtering. Nor do I
consider tossing small portions of
food in the botanical garden and
other
untroddcn areas litterin g beWe need La have a litLle talk
kids, so gather round and let Uncle cause of the amount of wildl ife that
congregates on this campus.
Don brief you on a few things.
What I do consider to be litterEverybody here is a college stu. dent, right? Or at least a faculty or ing is the cans, cups and candy
staff member, yea. Then who wrappers 1see left to find tht!re own
doesn ' t know how to flush a toilet? way to the trash can.
1. admit, UM-St. Lo uis could
The answer should be noone,
use
a few more trash cans. And it
bUL this is not the case. I don'tknow
if the women are having the same would be even better if they had
prciblem, but some of the men on recycl ing bins. instead of trash cans.
this campus need to have a c1a~s on . But that's no reason to leave your
what to do after .number 1 and rras h lay around to be carried by the
wind or picked up by someoneelse.
numberL .
. I've considered the possibility H ave alittie respect ya' know.
That goes [or Tile Current also.
of it being water conservationists,
doing their part in every way [0 I know there are more than a few of
preserve this precious natural re- you out there that have liulerespect
source. If this is the case (which I for ourweeklyeffortsatjoumalism,
kinda doubt) I must say I admire bu t that doesn' t mean you have to
your efforts, though a little mis- lCiSS TM Current on the ground to
guided, and the strength of your be rrampled upon and blown about
in the br~ze. Line your bird cage
numbers.
Then there's the gum in the with iL or wad it up and take a th ree
urinals. I know the ladies don't have pointer or take it hom eand bum it in
this problem, and it 's really not a your bathroom to practice your
. problem for the person using the f1u shing. .Even if you don' t respect
urinal. Butsomelxxiy has to retrieve The Current. at least have a little
that piece of gum out of there. respec t for the appearance of the
Couldn ' tit be discarded justas easily C<lmpus.
"Home trainin ' ," Frank Rogers
in the trash can on the way out?
used
to say. " The rea~rm people
Apparently riOl
don'
t
act
rig ht is beca use they ain ' t
.BULgum isn't being found only
in the urinals. Three times this se- got no home rrainin ', Barnes. Ain' t
mester, in ~epl. to be more concise. nobod y ever wug,ht'em how t'act
I have steppeD in gum on the side- ri gh l or told 'em when they \vas
walks..
doin · wrong:"
Frartk ma~ not have been a whi z
.I can already hear people saying, "Then maybe you need to start with the English language, but he
paying more attention to where you had manners.
And he had a point. A lot of
step, nimrod."
Well,I pay very close attention people don't realize what they're
to where I step. I watch for puddles doing or know that it is wron g, or at
and people and rabid squirrels and . the least inconsiderate.
Simple Classroom etiquelte.
golf carts. BUll shollldn ' t have to
watch out [or gum because it Thi s should be ta ught to people at
shouldn't be there in thcfirsl place. rreshmen ori.enr.ation, though that's
Hit the trash with it or aim for the . no guarantee it would be prac ticed.
Though I never thoughL to name
grass or somewhere else that people
are less like)y to step on it.
see Training, page 7
I don ' t consider tossing your

by Don Barnes
features editor

see

Long-time author, EngliSh professor wins
ArOlchair Detective Award for book research
by Brian A. Dashner
reporter
Peter Wolfe, a UM-St Louis professor of Englisl4 was presented the
Armchair Detective A ward in Ocl by
Armchair Detective Magazine. This
was the first time the award has been
given, and it is slotted as an annual
presentation.
Wolfe won the award for his book
"Alanns & Epitaphs: The Art of Eric
Ambler." The decision was based on
the quality of the research which was
required for the book and the profundity of Wolfe's analysis of Ambler's
. work
"I worked very hard on this book,"
Wolfe said. "Eric Ambler was an interesting and difficult subject"
Wolfe said that his search for information for this book required him to
. research both people and politics.
"Ambler was a professed leftist

many different accomplished persons
"The Twilight Zone."
"This book will be very different with a wide range of talents.
Wolfe said he is continuing his
from all of my pre vious works," Wo lie
. said. "Instead of concentrating on a research with a twist toward a broader
particular writer, I am studyingashow." audience and is expanding his readerWolfe has recently begun to take ship with arenewed eye toward change.
His research through the years has
interest in several subjects, like music
and theater, that are not directly con- introduced him to many famous people
nected with his work. He is learning to whom he has interviewed and had onplay the saxophone, and he recently going correspondence with .
participated in a theater production.
Wolfe has been an author since
"(TIris production) was the first 1964, when hepublishedhis fIrstarticle.
play I have been in since my child- His first book, 'The Disciplined Heart:
hood, " Wolfe said. "It was very excit- Iris Murdoch and her Novels ," was
published in 1966. He has since pubing."
Wolfe feels as if his new accom- lished 12 more novels and an impresplishments will enhance his life in many . sive assortment of articles.
All of Wolfe's books have be.en
different ways. He said diversifying
about
other writers. His in-depth rehis
talents
is
certain
to
lead
to
a
multiPeter Wolfe
tude of new projects in his career, search of writers, their lives and their
before(WorldWarII),t.henhechanged enabling him to breech the arts on a works has made him an authority on
level he has not yet attempted. His the subject, and he has traveled worldafter the war," Wolfe said.
understanding
of different liberal arts
He is currently working on anovel
see Wolfe, page 7
will
enhance
his
ability to write about
which deals with the television show

College Bowl '94 goes to the wire ~~:=~i;~II!rl'\\l~l<;·
University Program Board pulls it out in final minutes of match
by Scott Lamar
associate features editor
The 1994 College Bowl Tournamentat UM-St.Louiscame right down
to the nitty-gritty.
University Program Board (UPB)
rallied in the closing minutes to defeat

Sigma Pi and advance to the regional
finals at Kansas State Universi ty.
The event, which was hosted at
Pierre l aclede Honors College in
Convocation Hall Saturday, is a trivia
contest open to all college students to
test their knowledge in current events
and all areas of academia.

The contest works just like a game
show . Two, four-person team s sit on
either side of a moderator and members
can individually buzz in if they know
the answer. The matches consist of
two, seven-minute halves with a short
interm ission in between.
Two types of questions existed in

the conteS l: toss-up and bonus. The
match would start off wi th a toss-up
q ueslion . If the team that buzzed in first
answered correcLly, th ey received 10
po ints and a chance at a bonus question. Bon us questions were worth either

see Bowl, page 6

Speaker Michael Goldfarb discusses
British views of American Politics
by Julie pressman
reporter
Michael Goldfarb, a London correspondentfor Nariooal PublicRadio (NPR)
treated a gathering of political science
srudents and faculty to a humorous interpretation of British views of American
politics. GoldfartJ visited UM-St Louis
on Nov . 10 in 331 SSB.
·Goldfarb lives .in London, where he
has coveredNorthem IreIandand London for NPR, for the last nine years. His
recentBBC special, "Homeward Bmmel,"
won him the prestigious Sony Radio
Award for 1994.
"I've really been looking forward to
cOming to UM-Sl Louis because I've
been ootof the U.S. so loog," Goldfarb
said. "It's very imponant for me to talk to
. my fellow countrymen in person instead
of through the radio."
Goldfarb 's speeCh focused on views

Michael Goldfarb
British citizens have of American elections. He said because the British citizen's
have a low understanding of American

politics, they have a tendency to be judgmental in everyday speech and newspapers.
"If you reaUy want to know the British view of this country' s elections-they
think we're aU crazy!" GoldfartJ said.
He said that many British newspapers are blaumLly biased. He displayed a
copy of the most popular newspaper in
London, the Sun, in which Bill Clinton
was called a "lame duck" in a news
headline.
"There is a huge gap in how the
British perceive U.S. politics and what it
is really like," Goldfarb said.
He said Britain 's low understanding
of American politics has a lotto do with
the differences between the British Parliamentary system and the U.S. 's reputr
lican form of govemmenL
.He also said much of the misuncler-.
standin g occurs through the media's use
of short, single- person opinions called

sound-bytes. Goldfarb said although
some people say intelligent L~i ngs in
sound-bytes, man y times sound- bytes
are misrepresentative of the American
people because the media chooses to
use a more exciting quote fro m a "loud
mouth " at the bar than one from an
everyday citizen that may be happy
with their system of government.
"Information is the perfect word
for sound-byte discourse," .Goldfarb
said. "It means everything and nothing
at the same time. In the media, there
seems to he no clear line between gos sip and inform ation these day . ."
Goldfarb said.
Goldfarb ' ~ speech was ~on sore d
by the Center for Intern ational Studies,
the Pierre Laclede Honors College , the
master's progr;J.m in public policy administrdtion, thePublic Polic:y Research
Centers and thetl cpartmen ~ of history ,
communi cation and political sc ience.
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"No I don't. I think the politicians
are the emplo yees of the American
people, but they sure don't seem to
act that way."
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Kevin Carriker
Sophomore
Art History
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" As LI general ru le, no. They're
mo re concerned withre-eleclion than
doing: they're job."

.

Ben Hock enhull ·
Senior
En glish

:
i

~--.-~-.--.-.-,---.,.-,-~-;---'::- . -'
.. o. All politicians should tx:
fo rced to apply fo r public ass istance
before the y're allowed to make an y
decisions."
Frank Richter
Junior
Commllnic3tions'
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" 1 tllink they all sell ouL There's
coInlption at aUlevels and once their
el ected they sell out. "
:

:;

Kayte C risler ·
Sophomore
Busin ess
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Bowl from page 5

UM -St. Louis hosts largest ·
debate tournament in region
53

SCl lOO/S

attend Gateway Tournalnent

by Jack Dudek
of The Current staff
Over the Nov. 4 weekend , UM SL Louis hosted the ninth annual
G ~l(' way Tournam ent, a reg iona l
debate and forensics competi tion.
Thi s was th e larges t ga thering in the
tourname nt ' s hi story, with 53 co lleges in attendancc. The previ ous
record was 52 schools in 1991.
Among the many indi vidu a l
cOli1 pGlitions held, there were three
overall champion s. Wes tern Kentucky University was the ove rall
win ne r in the Individual com petition.
Ut.'l-Kan sas City was th e ove rall
winner in the Debate competition.
An d Southwest Baptist College Wall
lhe ove rall Sw eepstakes award.
Th e UM-St. Loui s debate team
w ~ s not ethically all owed in ,m y of
the competitions bec ause the hos tin g
team of a reg ion or secti onal tour-

name nt supplies the official judges .
The j udges are often members or
di rec tors of the hosting tea m.
Forensics and debate directo r

.Q. BeJhe
Kihg, ·Quae!},
Ja'CkcitJOker in

adeck

.·ofcatds; Senda waHet

Tom Preston said , "It is logistically
impo ss ible for sc hools [0 afford
outside judges."
Mos t of the 10-20 UM-S l. Lou is
Forensics and Debate team members
volun teered at the Gatew ay co mpeti tion. There were more than 4 () vol un teers th at helped aid and ass ist th e
600 or more people tbat cam e to the
tourn ament.

~
~I

S

.: f!~t!~t~:~~~ ~
nameolttlesuit ~
desirectandhdWrnany
yOu want printed on ~
~ .the .. baCK of .each ~
C-' picture. .
.
~
~ $6.96 fon,ideck wi 0
<

9

~ on~ phOtocmd$1.00 ~
~

f6 re a Ch additional

>-3
c,!) p hotC);Add $1.00 fbr ~
< P&H.
~
send check to:
~
KustomKards .
P.O . Box 1347Q•
DepLA.
St. Louis, MO 63138

KARDS

•

o

tv1emhcrsof the team helped serve
dinner to guests Friday night and a
cominema l breakfas t the following
mornin g.

'This has been one of the best
competitions held so far this year.'
-Tom Preston
Forensics and Debate director

KUSTOl\1

•
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I RED

Bar&
Restaurant

SEA

I

Serving Ethiopian Food
Great Nightly EnteI1ai nment!
- - - - - - --

.

Upcoming
Shows
.
.

11 /14 Open Microphone
11/151mps Neanderthal
11 J16 Funk Mafia
11/17 Yard Squad
11/18 Draisy Hoops &
Soul Funktion
11 /19 Reggae At Will
11 /20 Group Marrakesh
-

RED
.
SEA

6511 OelmarBlva.

St. Louis, MO 63130
(314) 863-0099

Lisa Garavaglia, a first year team
me mbc;r who enjoys ind ividual and
pers uas iv e debate . sa id, " J en
Weiersmueller and I were in charge
of servin g all of these people , and we
swore that if we saw another pi ece of
pizza we would scream. "
Monetary cont rib uti ons were
made from the parti c ipat ing schools
to help for th e cos t.
"This has been one of th e best
competitions held so far thi s year, "
Preston said. "S herry Laboon was
director of events thi s year, and ev erything went as planned."
The UM-St. Louis Forensics and
Debate team travelled to Oklahoma
this weckend for a tournam ent as the
ream tries to beat the outstandin g
record of 134 award s in the 1993-94
campa ign.

20, 25 or 30
poin ts , depending on the ditTiculty. An incorrect answer res ulted in a fivepoint deduction I
from their score
and an opportuni ty for the oppos ing tcam to
give it a shot.
Some of the '
questions asked
in the tournament
iiICluded: which
amendment prevents
ill ega l
searches and seizures,
wh at
hockeytearn won
the Stanley Cup
photo : Scott Lamar
thi s year and
which posture is HANDS ON BUZZERS: Members of the University Program Board team wait for moderator
favored
for Dennis Bohne nkamp to pose the next question .
meditation during yoga. If you guessed the 4th , N.Y. tI 220-15 and Sigma Pi beat the BSers
Other members of the winning team
Rangers and LolUS, you probably would 185-40.
include: Shawn Gittons (seniorr marhave done pretty well.
Nail-biting time carri e when Sigma keting); Tanya Thunnan (senior, EnSeven teams turned out for the con- Pi' s finest minds faced the brainiacs of glish/French); and Ryan Bu chmuelicr
test. Along with UPB and Sigma Pi UPB in the championship match.
(senior, criminal justice).
were the BSers, Eagles , Golden Eagles
UPB started off by jumping out to
Tom Knox, the tournament 's diand Pierre Laclede teams I and II.
a 30-point lead, but Sigma Pi quickly rector, said the event was a success.
With the exception of a couple of caugh t up. The lead seesawed back and
"For my first time out, I think I did
matches , most were blowouts. The forth throughout the match. Despite a pretty good job," Knox said. "All the
Eagles pounded on the Golden Eagles Sigma Pi's 75 -60 halftime lead, UPB participants did a really good job."
120-10. UPB humiliatedPierreLaclede pulled it out in the final minutes .

Award from page 5
I can read just about anything now , but
. it's tiring so I can't do it for long

ATTENDANCE REQUiRED
Recognized Student Organizations
AppMng for Student Fees
for 1995-96
To request funds from the Student Activity Budget/Services Fees
Committee for the 1995-96 fiscal year, your organization must have
a representative attend one of thefoilowtng budget preparation Iil'
training sessions:
Thurs., Nov. 17 . 2pm-4pm. Hcrw1horn Room , U. Center
I
Thurs .. Nov. 17. 7pm-9pm. Hawthom Room. U. Center
Fri .. Nov. 18. 1pm-3pm. Hawthorn Room, U. Center

II

periods oftime."
In addition, she uses a closed. circuit TV which allows her to enlarge the
print in a book to a level which she can
see it.
"Between the bubble glasses and
the enlarger, there is nothing that I can ' t
see," she said. "H's like being handed.
back a pair of eyes."
Scharkeyalso uses a computer that
reads to her what is on the screen and
tells her what key she presses when
she's typing.
"I can do all my own term papers

The School of Business Administration
Alumni Association Chapter
presents the

Fall 1994

DISTI NGU ISHED

now," she said.
Upon completion of her degree,
Scharkey said she would like to work
with blind and visually impaired. students as a rehabilitation teacher.
''1' d like to do it because of living
through it and beating it, so to speak,"
she said.
Her work with the NFB entails
getting together with other colleges in
Missouri to exchange ideas and ways
that blindness can be overcome.

see Award, page 7
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International week offers UM-St. Louis
students diverse cultural experiences
by Eric Thomas
. reporter

Mas Atika Jaffer, a member of the quets .of Bungapahars, the official
tvfaiaysian Students Organization, said, flower of marriage in Malaysia, were
"Wan worked extremely hard orga- on display. Kipas, which are rainbow
The Swnmit lounge, located above nizing this week."
colored fans woven from mengkuang
the Underground. in the University
InternationalWeekkickedoffwith leaves, were hanging on the
Center, was host to a number of activi- a screening of "Orphan Arm y," a walls. Hung beside thekipas were wavs,
d~s that celebrated International Week
Chinese movie with English subtitles. which are kites used in competitions in
at UM-St. Louis Nov. 7 through 1l.
A Malaysian festival was con- Malaysia. .
In charge of planning and execut- ducted Nov. 8 with an array of demo
The Malaysia Day exhibit was
ing International Week was Wan onstrations and displays on hand to sponsored by the Tourist Development
Fadhilah, secretary of the International satisfy the curious mind.
Center of Malaysia.
Students Organization.
There was aSilat martial art demonNov. 10 was Korean Day, again
stration,followed located in the Summit lounge.
by a Nadjat WarThe Korean Students Organization
riordanceexhibi- sponsored Korean Day, and they took
tion.
a little different route than the MalayA troupe per- sian students.
formed ancient
They used two video screens to
pxms and musi- show tapes about their country. Subcal selections, jects like traditional dance, festivals,
exh explaining a the artistry of the language and tourism
tale or anecdote were covered in the videos.
about a god Or
There was also a table of Korean
goddess, to the . packaged snacks, like sesame seed and
accompaniment rice cakes, available for visitors to
of a· drummer, sample.
Mood Asri, and a
Duk Kim, president of the Korean
shaker, Fadhilah
Hezmezul.
Gabriele Wing
performed the
warrior dance.
- There were
also numerous
Malaysian items
and goods 011 display. Spices and
fruits, most of
which are native
photo :
to Malaysia,
A TRI SUTE TO TRADITION: (from left to right) Nikkie
where available
Lee, Christine Oh and Sang Lee wearing traditional to sample. Bougarb at Korean Day.

Students Organization, said, "We
wanted to serve real food , but they
[Student Activities] wouldn't let us."
An IntemationalFoodFestival was
conducted Nov. 11 in the International
House, 7942 Natural Bridge Road. Literally hundreds of students swarmed
around the tables and in the kitchen for
their fill of international dishes from
Malaysia, Viemarn,Korea,France,and
Brazil.
"We were expecting 100 to 150,"
Fadhilah said. "We hadn't anticipated
this many people."
She said she was pleased with the
enthusiasm that the events received.
"Iwould like to see more aware·
ness among students on campus conceminginlernationalevents,"Fadhilah
said. "I think it is important for people
to know what is going on in the world."
Fadhllah wished to thank Marilyn
Ditto, Barb Marty, Horizons, the
University , and everyone else involved
in the International Students Organization for making International Week a
success.

MMM MMM GOOD! There weren't any leftovers after the International
House's Food Day Nov. 11 .

LET US PREPARE YOUR
TERM PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS,
REPORTS, RESUMES, ETC.

Training from page 5

0

the UM -s t Louis 10 step, 1make refer- dealer should take the initiative and
ence so often to the people who fall into choose to sit near the door out of
the following categories that quite consideration for their fellow stunaturally labels have been given to dents and the instructor. It's really
quite simple.
them.
I haven't named this last group,
The Speed Freaks: these people are
always tapping their foot/feet or tap- but you' ve all encountered them, or
ping their pen on something. God that you may even be one. The people
annoys me! I don't know if it's too with ball point pens who sit there and
~uch coffee or amphetamines or bore- click click click that pen, sometimes
dom or what that makes people do fast, sometimes slow, sometimes with
these things, but I do know it's very their thumb, sometimes on their book,
distracting to the people around them. sometimes on their forehead. No
The Drummers: these people matter where they do it though , it
combine the tapping of both feet and always makes that annoying click. I
the tapping of their pen, usually play- think people do this most when
ing about six sets per class period. they're thinking or listening intently,
Unfortunately, it's never a song I rec- rendering them completely ignorant
ognize, and even if ldid and it was a of what they 're doing. It helps them
song I liked, I'm usually trying to pay focus, maybe. Well guess where my
attention to what's going on and not in focus goes when the person beside
the mood for a musical interlude any- me or behind me or near me starts
way.
clicking their ball point.
The Chatterboxes: I signed a fat
There's one more thing that,
check over to this university so I above all the rest, really works on my
could sit in a classroom and partici- last nerve, People who are late ·to
pate in intellectual exchange. I don't class that let the door slam behind
want to hear people talking about · them. Talk about a gross disrespect
their trip to some rinky dink haunted to the instructor and a resounding .
houSe with Jill andBob when I'm distraction to the students. It's bad in
trying to listen to my instructor ex- small classes because they're so small
plain natural selection. 1'11 show you and the noise is therefore . much
some natural selection! It is, of course, louder. But in lecture halls you have
a much worse problem in the lecture more people arriving late, and the
halls and intro classes than it is in . slamming can go on for 15 minutes.
smaller, upper division classes, but it I tell ya it makes me wanna scream
goes on in both, and it is just as sometimes!
Man do I feel better!
annoying in either circumstance.
The Crack Dealers: these are the
If you fall into one of the categopeople whose beepers go off in class ries I've listed, it's time to start
and they have to rush out of the room checkin' yourself. If you ' re one of
to make a call. Don't misunderstand the people, such as myself, who are
me. I' m not saying that everyone tired of these people and their disrewho carries a beeper is a drug dealer. gard of common courtesy, let them
.
I think beepers are a great idea, and 1 know next time.
need to get one myself. And it's
It's just a thought.
usually not too distracting when one
goes off in class. What's distracting
Wolfe from page 5
is the disturbance caused by that
person leaving the room, especially
if they sit on the side of the room wide to teach his craft and conduct
opposite the door. Instructors should research for books and articles.
"I was very happy to accept this
arrange their seating order so people
with beepers are seated nearest the award," said Wolfe. "1 want to mention
door. Or, dare I say it, the crack all of my colleagues. They have been
not only a great help but an inspiration."

Award .from page 6

We use the latest software and laser printers
FAST TIJRNAROUND & REASONABLE RATES
CALL DARUBY ENTERPRISES

4144 Lindell Blvd., Suite 402

314/531-4966
CAN YOUR ANSWERJ:\G MACHINE:

'a·l i $j: i q"·];J J b3 !1'~i .1

-

-

- - -

•Forward your messages and activate your pager
·Give you a morning "wake-up" call with new messages .
·Screen your calls while keeping your home telephone number private
·Allow only you to receive your messages
·Call you at another number to notify you of messages

NAMA CITY BEACH

STEAMBOAT
VAI~/BEAVER CREEK

ALL WITH NO CREDIT CHECK AND FREE SERVI CE FOR ONE MONTH!

• Pm. PERSCW O£PBIDING OH DfSl1NATlOH I SREAA OATES I LBtSTll. OF STAY.

.~$QQ~SIJNC"·4S~E:

I I ) ou ,I\iS\\ en.~d no Lo any or these quesLions. call

TOLL ~ IN~~ s. l1S;$"l'VATtOIoIS

Voice ivlaH 20()() ,n: 13141

Attention Musicians!

3~5-7536

SGAnnouncements

Tell past, present, future. Has the
one you love changed their
feelings toward you? I can tell you
how to regain their love. Or if the
one you love is true or false.
During many years of practce, I
have brought together many in
marriage and reunited the
separated. Overcome spells and
evil influences. I am a true
psychic and will help you.
781-S979
2031 S. Big Bend $10 SPECIAL

"TheNFB is a group ofblindpeople
across the nation who have a voice in
Washington," Scharkey said. "It's the
blind people speaking for themselves
instead of sighted people thinking, 'I
wonder what blind people need. '"
Scharkey said blind students' attitudes are the biggest humps to getover.
"With the technology that is out,
there is so much that allows you to rise
above the disability," she said. "The
disability kind of fades into the bockground and the abilities come forward."
Scharkey said that college has been
an excellent experience for her.
"It has helped me learn to take
responsibility for my own dream," she
said, "and realize that, with the support
system that is out there, itcan be done."

AM I PREGNANT?

UNIVERSITYSYfV\PHONIC
BAND

UNIVERSIlY CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA

UNNERSIlYJAZZBAND
Find Your Place In An UM-St Louis
Instrum ental Ensemble!

EMERGENCY
MEETING
2:00 Tuesday,
November 15th

For rehearsal schedules and audition
information, contact:

Dr. J ames Richards
t•
D
II
.. . [eparmen
.. 0 f MlUSlC
~
553-5936

• Immediate results

PREGNANCY . Completely confidential
CENTER
. Call or walk in

725-3150

447-6477

950 Francis PI.
(St Louis)

2352HWY94
(SL Charles)

831~6723
3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

227-5111
510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

24-Hour Phone Service

ATTENDANCE
MANDATORY
Be Sure To Attend Your
Committee ~leetings

I

Live Entertainment
Lunch and Dinner Specials
Happy Hour*
for Students 2-9 p.m.

*Appetizers 112 Off
7312 Natural Bridge
389-6969

JY

r

qD

Benton Theater

Winter 1995 Auditions
Academ ic Credit Available

.

FIND OUT FOR SURE.
CRISIS
. FREE Pregnancy Testing

'.

J

~

r\
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Liberman to Speak on Health
Care
Lee M. Liberman, chainnan of the
board emeritus of Lacleqe Gas Co.,
will speak on ''The Business View on
Health Care Reform" as part of the
Distinguished Speaker Series at 7 p.m.
Nov. 17 in the Summit Lounge. The
talk is presented by the School ofBusiness Administration Alumni Association Chapter and sp:msored by Price
Waterhouse LLP.
Chancellor Touhill Honored
Chancellor Blanche M. Touhill has
been named the recipient of two local

awards recently. On Nov. 5, she received a community serviceaward from
the St. Louis Bar Foundation and on
Nov. 12,shewillreceivetheSilverBell
Award from the Mental Health Association of Greater St. Louis.

Canadian Government Makes
Grant
The University has received a
$7,500 program development grant
from the Embassy of the Government
of Canada. The funds will be used to
develop plans for a new Institute for
North American Studies and bring
prominent speakers to the campus.

Segal and Sherraden to Speak
Uma Segal, professor of social
wo~ and Margaret Sherraden, professor of social work, will.speak from
4:30 p.m. to6p.m.Nov. 15. Both ta1ks
will be given in Room 222 of the J.e.
Penney Building.

Chemistry Colloquium Nov. 14
Hong Gu of the UM-St. Louis
chemistry department will speak at 4
p.m. Nov. 14 on "Physical Organic
Chemistry
Studies
of
the
Dimethyldioxirane Carbon-Hydrogen
Insertion Reaction" in Room B451 of
Benton Hall.

Sign, Signs, everywhere a sign

I
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'Looks like all the hard work has paid off.'
-Lance LeLoup, UMSLPAC chairman

I

7:00 p.m.

'The polls are
closed now, so we're wai ting to see
what the local news reports. We're
waiting for phone calls from the
election board, but nobody's called
yet"

7:39 p.m.

"Still nobody's
called. We've seen some of the national races. Oli North just lost.
We're waiting to see the fIrst numbers on Amendment 7. Probably
around 8 p.m., they 'll start showing
them."

7:50 p.m. The first numbers
on Hancock II are displayed. With
eight percent of the precincts reponing, 72 percent of Missourians

were opposed to amendment.

7:52 p'.m. Chancellor Touhill
arrives, and immediately calls her
husband upon hearing early numbers.
"I am delighted because, I know it's
still early, but with 72 percent against,
I am hopeful."
7:53 p.m. The vote totals from
12 noon were reponed by phone from

the election board. LeLoup announced
to UMSLPAC that 62 percent of Missourians voted against the amendment
from 6 a.m.-12.

8:10 p.m.

LeLoup heads for
KWMU 90.7 PM to give his analysis
on the races and the amendments. There

he tells listeners, "I think Hancock
II has generated state-wide, grass
roots interest in voting. I think turnout will be more like 55 to 60
percent, instead of 35 percent, like
last year."

8:35 p.m. The vote for
Hancock II is called by the Associated Press with 68 percent of
Missourians voting against the ·
amendment LeLoup hears of its
failure at KWMU. "Looks like all
the hard work has paid off; and it
reaffIrms the confIdence and intelligence of the American voter, especially the Missouri' voter.
Amendment7: That dog won 'thunt
in Missouri."

Vote from page 1
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REPUBLICANS

SEXY LEGS

THE D OR

Pt:~LE

WlfO BROUGtlT '(00

s 2.00
GO£S

8615 NAT. BRIOC£

fl'\ >O

-RONALDREAGAN

DO THIS, DON'T DO THAT, CAN'T YOU READ THE SIGN?: A sign promoting the Heterosexual
Awareness Party, sponsored by Sigma Pi and the College Republicans, was vandalized on Thu rsday. Also,
Tonya Hutchinson, a member of Lesbian and Gay Students for Change, alleges that her organization's
signs have been removed from campus bulletin boards.

LOW COST
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT TRAVEL
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AIRFARES
EUROPE ASIA AFRICA AUSTRALIA

• MADRID

• LONDON
• PARIS
• ROME
• TOKYO
• ATHENS
• AMSTERDAM
• HONG KONG
• TEL AVIV
,--_.- _--

$599
$499
$549
$649
$849
$799
$499
$899
$1099

- --_.. _-----

- - - ---- - _. -- - ._ - . INTERNATIONAL STUDENT IDENTITY CARD REQUIRED: WE CAN GET i
I IT FOR YOU. YOU MUST HA VE: PROOF OF FULLTIME STUDENT
.
?_TA T_US .AN[) O~_~~SSPORT SIZE.£~C?T52: .. _
!
..

_ .-

-

. .. -

. Russell also said, ''Thehiring freeze
(which went into effect on OCt 3) will
continue for the time being, as the
Board of Curators and the administration examine ways to improve faculty
~es and physical facilities under
the goals outlined in the University's
fIve-year plan."

is an area where they have 'we will not
'discriminate against people based on
race, class, gender; sex' and we are nQt
there, where we should be."
Hutchinson said $e has taken her
complaint straight to Vice Chancellor
Sandy Maclean.
"I have talked to Sandy MacLean
and told him what I was going to do,"
Hutchinson said. "He said he disagreed
with me, so he is going against the
policy. Reclaims to take responsibility
for the little OOX [in the back of the
student handbook concerning sexual

orientation), andforhim to believe that
much in equal rights and say that recruiters should be 6n the campus, he is
sort of contradicting himself."
MacLean said he oouldnot see the
connection between the two issues.
"Yes, I was involved in malting the
present policy regarding sexual harassment that sexual orientation would ,be · .
included under," MacLean said. "I do
not see how that conflicts with having
recruiters on campus."
The Lesbian and Gay Students for .
Change will flie a grievance today.

Change from page 1

Photo: Ken Dunkin

r.

it offers the best teaching, research, and
serviceitcan,"Russell said. "While the
laws governing state revenue have not
changed, change will be a constant at
the 'University of Ivlissouri. We will
continue to examine the ways we spend
money, to tighten budget procedures,
to focus our resources on ourstrongest
programs."
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thousands of voters to the polls. Russell
said in his letter that Hancock II has
sparked the interest of the community
and the UM-system, and the system
will learn from Hancock II.
"There will be no pause for celebration here; we recognize that the
taxpayers of Missouri demand that the
Uni versitycontinuall y demonstrate that

L_ __.. _

CALL US FIRST FOR THE LOWEST
FARES TO ALL U.S. CfIIES AND BEYOND
All Prices are for round-trip travel midweek during low season. Prices include all taxes. Holiday surcharges and
blackouLs may apply . All fares s ubject to availability.

(314) 862-0808

dents may use the UM discrimination
grievance procedure for students to file
grievances based on alleged discrimination because of sexual orientation,
This policy is printed in a box outlined in black at the end of the section
titled Discrimination Grievance Procedure for Students.
"Our organization is aoout to file a
grievance with the University, because
we think that they are going against
their own anti-discrimination policy
for us by putting us in a box at the back
of the book," Hutchinson said. "There

$PEND
OTHER

Join tile

PEOPI E'$

MONEY!

UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM BOARD
Meet Celebrities
Make New Friends
AND HAVE LOTS OF FUN

Call 553-5531
or drop by

272 University Center
Shcz.kespeczr-e .Fz.IITZ .E?esuv€Z1
~OTrZeo €ZIZO

zrz

Iulrer

TZl-esd..czy, L'\T~v_ 1 5
Che S UTrl.I7ZU ~.ulZge

Communit~ ~ception anaC}ree C}rimming 9?art~

Wednesday, November 30, 1994
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m .

University Center Lobby
(Wassail Punch, Eggnog, Coffee, and Cookies will be served)

Food donations accepted November 28th· December 2, 1994
For more information, call X5291
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It's hoop time: Basketball season is here
Rivermen hoping to rebound from disappointing 8-18 record
by Pete Dicrispino
sports editor

Bickel is a lIansfer from St. Louis
University, Lytle a lIansfer from University of Missouri-Kansas City, Lash
After postin g an 8-18 record in the
a' lIansfer from Lincoln Land Com1993-94 season, the UM-St.. Louis
munity College and Sanders a lIansfer
men's basketball team has no place to
from DuPage Community College.
go but up this year.
"Bickel, Lash and Sanders are sigLast year, the Rivermen were more
nificant parts of the team," Meckfessel
of a collection of individuals who never
said. "It will make competition for
came together as a team.
playing time more intense this year. "
"We need to play together asa
Meckfessel is also high on Lytle.
team il)is year," said guard Lawndale
However he will have to wait a semesThomas. "So far in practice you don't
terto see LytJep\ay in a game. Lytle is
see the selfishness you saw last year."
academically ineligible for the first
Thomas leads a group of returners
semester.
which include, guard Marcus Alben,
"Eric (Lytle) might be the most
center Kevin Tuckson and forwards
talented player I have had come
Rodney Hawthorne and Dave Reddy.
through here since I've been here,"
Senior guard Jim Robinson is also
Meckfessel said.
back this season after a year of being
The center position also should be
red-shined. Robinson, Albert and
very slIong with Tuckson and Bickel
.Thomas should form one of the best
battling for playing time.
combinations of guards in the Mid"Tucks on is the most improved
America Intercollegiate Association
player on the team, and he is not
Conference.
conceding anything to Bickel, "
Alben was the teams second leadMeckfessel said .
. ing scorer last year and is the teams best
Bickel comes over to the Ri vermen
threat from the outside.
after a disappointing go around at St.
"Marcus is the best shooter on the
Louis University.
team," said head coach Rich ·
''I'm just going to go out, do my
Meckfessel.
best this year and just try to help the
"Our guards are real strong this
team win," Bickel said.
year," Thomas said. "A good inside
Bickel has been encouraged with
game this year, should open it up for us
what he has seen so far in practice.
from the outside."
"We have some good talent. I think
The good inside game Thomas is
we can win 20 games and be third or
talking about includes 6-foot-7
founh in the conference," he said.
Tuckson, 6-foot-l 0 center Eric Bickel
Finishing third or fourth would be
and forwards Eric Lytle, Mark Lash,
a feat in itself, considering the Riverand Jamar Sanders.

time."
The Rivermen have a great deal or
weapon s to go to, ancl they will get
another o·ne back healthy soon.
Forward Rodney Haw thorne recently had his appendix removed and
has just started to get back in shape. He
should be ready around the third or
fourth game of tl1e season.
"He has a lIem€ndous amount of
talent, and he will help with his quickness and jumping ability," Medfessel
said.
If the Ri vermcn can keep so me
players healthy , they should be SlIong
coming off the bench . Forward Mike
Graves should make a conuibution ofl
the bench ifhis knees hold up.
"Mike will be a positive conlIibutor, it' hecan stay healthy," Meckfessel
said.
Kevin Jordan isalsoanotherplayer
the Rivennen can throw at you off thc
bench.
"Kevin is probably the second best
defensive pla ye r on the lea rn ,"
photo Ken Dunkin Meckfessel said.
Sophomore Dave Reedy, who
ARE YOU READY FOR SOME B·BALL? Riverman center Kevin Tuckson slams the ball as forvvard Eric Lytle learned a Iotas a freshmen, will also scc~
(#34) looks on in practice last week. The Rivermen hope to have a successful season and turn a few heads . some playing time off the bench.
Meckfessel believes. he has a teilljl
that will be able to run a little bit, shoot
team.
men have been picked to finish 10th in Robinson back in the line.up.
"Jim is a player who understands
"We have a lot of new guys that the three and score from the inside.
the MlAA pre-season polL
" I feel we have the talent to finish in
"I saw that we were picked to finish how to play the game," Meckfessel care more about the team, instead of
10th, and I think we're going to upset said, "and he makes other players on going outand playing for themselves," . the top four in our conference and win
Robinson said. " Eric (Lytle) will make between 16 and 19 games," Iv1eckfesscl .
some people," Bickel said. "We're go- the floor better because of that.
Robinson will probably play in the a big impact when he starts playing, said.
ing to tum some heads."'
The Rivermen will also benefit from two-guard spot, lmd he likes th e new and Tuckson and Bickel are better post
having a rellow by the name of Jim faces the coaches ha ve added to the players than we h:1\'e had here in a long
see Rivermen page 10

An inside look: 1994-95 Rivermen B-Ball team (swim team offto fastest start)
by Pete Dicrispino
sports editor
•Guards
Lawndale Thomas, 5-11 junior·
The junior guard returns for another
year of driving opponents nuts with his
defense. A tough, hard-nosed player,
who is the best conditioned athlete on
the team. Looks to see playing time as
the point guard and in key defensive
situations.
Marcus Albert, 6·1 senior- Was
second on the team last year in scoring
and is the teams best pure shooter.
"He has been shooting the ball
great. He is the best three-point shooter
on the team," said head coach Rich
Meckfessel.
Albert looks to see time alUle point
guard position and at the two· guard
spot.
jim Robinson, 6-2 senior· The
senior guard returns after being redshirted. Should step right into the
starting shooting guard spot. Has a
great shot and wiil be a force from the
three-point line. A steady performer,
who could also see some time at the
small forward position.

Rivermen home
basketball schedule
Nov. 29
Lindenwood

Dec. 17
Sill-Edwardsville
Jan. 14
UM·Rolla

Jan. 18
NW Missouri St.
Jan. 28
Missouri Western
Feb. 1
Missouri Southern
Feb ..4
NE Missouri St
F'eb.ll
Washburn
Feb. IS
Southwest Baptist
Feb. 25
Pittsburg State

guard. Isa good rcbounder for his 6foot4 size. Shooting needs to bea little
more consistentifhe is going to gain a
starting position.
Rodney Hm\1horne, 6-5 sophomore- RecenLly had appendix. removed
and might not be ready for the season
openeronNov. 19 againstJ acksonville
State. Should bea force with his quickness and jumping ability, when he is
ready for action.
"Rodney has a tremendous amount
of talent," Meckfcssel said.
Kevinjordan,6-4junior- May be
a victim of tIle numbers game with a lot
of fOllvards on the teum. Is the second
best defensive player on the team and
his work ethic should get him playing
Eric Bickel
time off the bench.
Jamar Sanders, 6-4 junior- Was
slowed down in practi ce due to a bro·Forwards
Mike Graves, 6-4 senior- Missed ken finger , but should be ready for the
most of last year due to knee injuries, fir st game. Should contend for a startbut hopes to contribute this year off the ingposition based on his shooting abil ity
bench . If he can stay healthy, Graves and strength .
Eric Lytle, 6-6 senior· Will miss
can make a contribution with his thrcethe first half of the year because he is
point shooting ability.
Mark Lash, 6-4 junior· Like academically ineligible. TheRivermen
Robinson, Lash is a steady player, who will miss Lytle because he can do ev could see some time at forward and erything well. He can shoot the three·-

ever, improve record to 3-0

pointer score in ide and is a good
defensive player beca use of hi s long

ber swimmers, so beating them at J
their place was very satisfying," said j
head coach Mary Liston.
;
W ith me~l \'ictories al Milliken
I'nme Hawk Relays on Nov. 5,
Uni vcrsily and in the Hawk Relays at UM·St. .Louis snagged first place by
thelllinois Institute, the UM-St. Loui. overcoming -a 28-pointd,eficit in the
swim team is off to their best start in $Cering.
three years.
Other SChools which c~mpeLed at
Their record is 3-0 and enthusi- the HawkRelaysinclutted: Marqueue
•Centers
asm is running high at the swimming Univers ity, Eureka College and
Eric Bickel. 6-10 junior- The
! pool.
.
Carthage College.
IIansfer from St. Louis University will
At
the
Milliken
meet
Nov.
4.
the
llM-SL. Louiswon every event at '
be a big help inside this year. Can SCDre
j
women
won
four
events
and
placed
the Hawk Relays except for one.
on the inside and should make it easier
fifth oot of six tearns. scoring two .
"Everyone loves ro swim relays,
for his teammate~ to eet peri rnde r shots.
first·
place
finishes
and
one
secondj
L
is easy to g.etpsyched liptop swim i
so
Needs to be a more aggressive defent
place
finish.
'
fasL(said
captain Dave Snead,
i
sive reboundcf. ShoulL! ~ ce plenty of
The
big
winner
was
Loren
Shelton
After
a
disappointitig
season
last
,.
playing time.
in the 50-meler freestyle.
year, the swim team ha come out this '
"Eric is going to be a fine player for
men
won
six
eventS
and
one
The
year
with vengeance, and mey are :
us," Meckfes~cl said.
relay
·
~
t
Milliken.
I$jngoo.prisoners.
;
Kevin Tuckson. 6-7 sophomore·
1
The
men's
winners
were:
Scott
.
the
competition
beuer
watch
ouL
,
Most improved player on the team and
I
Calhoun,
loo-meter
free
style;
Brian
Liston
·is
beginning
to
put
the
lTM-St.
i
is not ready to concede the staning
center position to Bickel. Plays hard ! Widener, 200-meter backstroke ; Louis swim learn bad: on the map. .
Last weekend, the swimmers.
and has improved his scoring ability. ( Thorn Bide, 200-meter breastStroke
f
and
ClifMorlan,
200-meter
freesty
I.e.
compele.dintMHenderson
State Daily
Learned a great deal last year as a
\
"Milliken
ha:
two
national
califreshmen , which should pay 0[[ for
.N~ws I ~~te ~ Arkadel~hia,~:.//
him this year.

"Eric is probably as talented a player
as I ever had here," tv1eckfessel said.
Dave Reddy, 6-5 sophomoreGain~ a lot of expe rience at the end of
last year. Is also facillg a numbers game
at the forward po<:ition. A smart player,
who wi ll contribute when on tlle coun.

by Pete Dlcrisplno
sports editor

I·
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Riverwomen hoopsters ready to run and gun
by Rob Goedeker
associate sports editor
The Riverwomen will enter the
1994-95 basketball season with a slim
lineup. The last couple of months have
been frustrating for the Riverwomen.
When the 1994 fall semester began on
Aug. 22 the Rivef\.vomen had 12 play ers on the roster, but since then, four
players have quit.
The Riverwomeo now currently
have seven players on the roster and
one of them, 6-foot-4 center Jade
Turner, will be ineligible for the first
eight games of the season. So, there
shouldn't be any complaining about
not getting enough playing time. In
fact, there may even be complaining
about not getting enough rest on the
bench. With this situation facing the
players, they know they have to be in
top shape when the season starts.
"Our team, as a whole, has really
come together," said guard Nicole
Christ. "We're going to work as hard at;
we can no maller what the circumstances."

photo : Monica Senecal
WORKING OVERTIME : Riverwomanforward Melissa Yates attempts to
block a pass to guard Laura Satterfield (#25) in practice last week .

In the past, the Riverwomen have . go ing to have to be.come less aggresbeen known for their aggTessive style sive."
One di sa ppointment for the
of play, but with seven players on the
team , tIley're go ing to have to play Riverwomen will be. th e ah,,,nce of
junior guard Regina H OI\ ard , who will
more cautious.
"We can't afford
have people be' redshirtcd tIlis season for medical
purposes. Hml llf(! was g"ing to start
foul ouL" ('C< il said. "So now, wc 'rL'

to

,

arms .

Riverwomen home
basketball schedule

this se.ason in the backco W1 . She was
expected to be one oftheRiveffi'omen '5
top defensive players and among the
team's leading scorers.
Without Howard in the li neu p, the
Riverwomen will undoubtedly look to
senior guard Laura Satterfield to move
into a starting position as the shooting
guard. Last season her role for the
Riveffi'omen was toco meoffthebench,
She was familiar with the starting role
in high sc hool , and she' s ready for th e
change.
''I'm going to ha ve .to devote myself all over again to trying and get that
leadership role back," Sauerfield sa id.
Coen is confident she can do tIle
job.
"There 's no quesLion that Laura' s
going to S!art ~" Cocn sai d. "She's a
great shooter and has beco me a good
defen sive player."
One down sid e of Salterrield playingina startingro ie, is lhaLshe wo n't be
able to show her defensive im rovememsasmuchas ifsllewas comi goff

see Hoops page,

Dec. 1
Missouri Baptist

Dec. 17
SIU·Edwardsvilie
Jan. 14
UM·Rolla
Jan. IS
NW Missouri St.
Jan. 28
Missouri Western

Feb. 1
Missouri Southern
Feb. 4
NE M issouri State
Feb. 11
\Vashburn

Feb. IS
Southwest Baptist

Feb. 25
Pittsburg Sta te

1 ~,

\

\

Rivermen from page 9
With perennial powers rvlissouri
Western University, Central Missouri
State University and \Vashburn Univergity being in a class by themselves
in the :tvUAA,finishing fourth would be
a greataccomplishmenL Hopefully the
team can get healthy before the season

An inside look: The 1994&95 Riverwomen hoopsters
starts.
Thi~

('GUlli final! y be the year the
Rivermcn shine and put the. tcam back
in the MIA"'. race.
It all begins on Nov. 18 against
J ackson\'ille State in the Grand Canyon
Tournament in Phoenix, Ariz.

Rick, Lynn highJight season
for Rivermen soccer team
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current statt
With a rerord of 10-4-4, the Rivennensoccer ream hadagreal season.
Outstanding Performances by Mark
Lynn and Todd Rick wereake.ypartof
the Rivermen' s uccess. ·
'. Lynn had aspoctacular season between the pipes. He finished with an
amazing 0.78 goals against average,
which- placed him in fourth place
among Divisjon II goahes. He also
grabbed. nine shutouts to go with his
94 saves.
"Mark made -om' speclpcular
saves this year," said Riveimail defender Joe Carroll. " I felt more confident knowing he was behind me. "
While Lynn did a great job defensively, Rick did everyLhing he was
asked to do on the offensive end. He
led !he re.am with 17 goals, lying the
school record for goals scored in a
season, and seven assists for41 points.
His scoring touch earned him th
MIAA player of the week a ward three
times, in a.ddition he fini$hed fi rst in
the conference in goals scored .
"If wed.idn'thave Todd, wcwou lcl
not Have wou half of the gam > we
did," Lynn said. "He holped out a lot
on offense. Without him we wouldn't
have dOIae well ofIensively,"
The team had several big games
such as the 11-0 defeat over Kemucky
. Wesleyan ~Uld the 5-0 season final e
victory over Lincoln. Yet for every
. big viclory, there were gam ' UHlt
could have been. won Illat wcr n' t.
They tied Oakland 1- J and lost to
Gannon ]-0. A viClory over either
team ojl ld hay put th' Ri verm .n in
better light willlth officials who de-
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cided the tournament bids.
"We had a number ofopportunitics this year to pull away from the
pack and establish ourseI ves as a tournament team," said coach Tom
Redmond. "Every time we h;ld that .
opportunity we didn'r take advanlage
ofit. '·
Many players on the team were
unfa miliar with the Rivennen's style
of play. For a couple of players, it took
a while to adjust a new style.
"We had a to{ of new players, and
many had different styles of play,"
Lynn said. "A few players wanted to
use their own style, ,md they didn ' t
know whalLO do. Toward the end of
thc 'cason, people began to know their .
· role ~md realize what it took 10 win."
The bench was a key pan of the
· team with 18 players participating in
· more than seven games each. The
large rotation kept many players fresh
for the entire season.
"Our bench was a [l1)ng point,"
Carroll said. "A lot of players that sat
on the bench could have Started. W e
had a 101 of depth at many positions."
The rest of the team had some
scoring punch to help OUl Rick.
K .vmSmilhhad eigbtgoals togo
afon6 with four ass ist for 20 point .
Kurt Bruenning fin.is h~1 third in team
scoring with six goals and four assists
for 16 points. Sk.ip Birdsong led the
Leam with eight assists, while !mocking in three goals for 14 poj nts. Wilh
II r these pJayer ret1lllling, hopes
are running high for many of the
player.
" IOt )f Ule guy are aiming for!
th nalional tournament nex t year, .
Lyrm said. "An y_thing Ie • w uld be a
e!ls, ppoimm .nt."

High School, tearn that went 53-5 in
her final two season, won the regional
championship in all of her four seasons,
and reached the Final Four in her senior
year.
"She 's a good perimeter player,"
Ccen said. "She'll have to guard a lot a
big forwards, but she'll do a fine job. ,.

more playing time by filling the void
that was left went Howard had to be
redshirted.
Satterfield is the
Riverwomen 's top threc-pointshooter,
after breaking the schools record ·for
three-poinlers made and attempted last
sea.~on. witl178 and 241 respectively.
She is expected to.increase her dominance in that department this season.
"She's might be our leading scorer
this year," Coen saicl. "She's probably
are beSt perimeter shooter and our best
offensive threat."
D..J. l"lartin, 5-6 sophomore~.,.lartin is a hard-working player who
will be fighting for some playing time
in the backcourl She will be the backup
point guard, behind Christ. She's a

·Forwards
Paulette Carothers, 5-9 senior- .
A tran sfe r frolll Avila College,
Carothers should get a considemble
amount playing time on the frontline .
She was a second team NAIA all district 16 in 1992 and a third team in
1991. Last season she averaged 15.9
points and 8.5 rebounds per game.
She shot 75 percent from th e free
throw line. She was a three-year SL.1fler
and team captain in 1990 at Ladue
High SchooL She also holds the
school' s record formost points scored
in a game at 32.
"She works very hard, and she's
dee!icated," Coen saie! . "She's very
tough inside."
.
Melissa Yates, 5-7 sop homoreBeing a very versatile player, Yates
should get a lot of playing time at
various different positions. She is a
good free-throw shooter and an excellent passer. Last season, Yates was
a member of the Kankakee Commu nity College tearn that fini shed second 3t the junior college national
tournament in 1993. She was also a
three-year starter at Crescent-lrcx[uois

'Centers
Jade Turner, 6·4 freshman- With
her size and talent, Turner should make
an immediate effect at the ceIller position. She will also get some playing
lime at the post position. She is a good
scorer and a solid rebounder. She also
runs the floor well. S he originally signed
with Pepperdine University from Division I, but didn't enrolL She was a
starter at Omaha Central High SeheK)!
far three seasons, and in her senior year,
she was the tearn 's captain and leading
scorer. Turner will be ineligible until
the end of the first semester.
"S he's got a lot of ability," Coen
said. "Down the road, she's probably
going to beoneofthe better post players
in the conference."
Angie Stubblefield, 6·2junior- A
transfer from Culver-Stockton College.
SlUbbkfield will give the Riverwom en
mLlch needed size on the frontline. She
hel!X'd leae! Culver-Stockton to their
best season to date, with a27-5 rocord
and #5 national ranking.
"She's a very goodlowpostplayer,"
Cocn said. "If we get the ball inside to
her. s he has the capabilities to ·core.

season with the players that he has
available. He has looked at the situation
with a positive attitude and has de<:ided
to not let the past e!etennine the tcam' s
future.
"There's no sense worrying about
things that you don't have any control
over," Coen said. "you Just find a way
to c10 things. You don't make excu'>es,
and you don't except excu ~e~. Y.ou just
go out and do iL Sometimes adversity
bringsoutsome better things in people."
The Riverwomen stillexpcct to hnvc
another good season. With the additions Of 6-[oot-2 forv,'ard,\:enter ;\ngie
SWbbl efield and Turner, th e

Riverwom en will have some size on
the frontlin e . Last season the
Riverwomen , with the help o f
Satterfield, were known for their tremendous three-point shooting.
\-\lith the added siZe, one might
think the Riverwomen would change
their style of play, but Coen said that
won't happen. In fact, he said the
ae!ded size should only enhance the
Riverwomen's outside shooting.
. "The big people make the three 's
a better shot," Coen said. "People are
going to double-team Angie and Jade,
so that's going to lea ve our shooters
open. Last year, we shot the three's

out of necessity, but this year, we' ll
shoot the three's be<:ause they're available."
For the Ri verv.:omen, what's done is
done, but what's to come in the future, is
to be done now.
"You can look at things two ways,"
Coen said. "You can say what if, or you
can &'lY this is the \Vay i l is, ane! we're
goinglo do the best job we can do, and
that's exactly \vhat I'm going to do."
The Riverwomen will play th eir
first game of th e S(; :Json on Nov, 19
again s t Le.wis University III
Romeov ille, Ill. Game lime is set for
3:00 p.m.

associate sports editor

·Guards
Regina Howard, 5-7 juniorHoward 's quickness and spe~d helps
her run the noar extremely well. She
has excellent srrength for hersize and
ha: an outstanding venical jump. She
has great court awareness ,md is a
tire less worker. Howard will be
redshirtcd this season for medical
purposes and will be deeply missed
by the Riverwome n.
"Regina is the best defensive
player in the conference," Coach
Coen said. "She dominates defensively and has a great work ethic.
We'rc really going to miss her."
Nicole Christ, 5-7 sophomoreAnother returnin g starter from last
season, Chlist will help solidify the
Riverwomen's backcoun. With ex.cellent bait-handling and play-making skills. she should see a considerable amount of playing time at the
point guard position this season. She
has good shooting range and is a
tough playe r with excellent leadership skills .
;'Shemightbe the Illostimproved
playe r I 've ever had from one year to
the nex t," Cocn said. ' She" become
a dominant player. "
Laura Satterfield. 5-7 juniorWith her e nsati o nal perimeter
shooting, Salt rfield will be an offensin:: boost. She should receive a lot

a

very versatile player and should see
some action in different position s
throughout the season. She is a good
perimeter scorer and an excellent free
throw shooter.
"She's a smart kid," Coen said.
"S he has the ability to play all fi\'c
positions. "

by Rob Goedeker

Nicole Christ

HoopS from page 9 .
the bench be 'ausc che has to be more
careful about committing fouls.
"It's ashame ," Coen said. "She's
worked very hard and has improved
a lot.. but without an opportunity for
her to be able t sit down on:a ion ally, and without us being able togive
her the freedom to be able to commit
a foul, it's going to take the aggre sivcncs ' away from her. ,.
Through ut all the problems and
frustrations that have plagued the
Riverwomen over the last couple of
months, head ~Oll ' I~ JJ.~Ccen ha:
beenable to keep alevel head and ha.·
en able to foc us on the upcoming

IF YOU FLUNK,
IT'SJUNK.

One course you definitely don't want to fail is Car Maintenance 101. And changing the oil
in your car is the single most imp'Ortant thing you can do for your engine. It needs to be done
every 3 months or 3,000 miles. So stop by soon for a full-service oil change including filter, lube
and free complete maintenance check. You'll also get our 100% Satisfaction GUarantee and free
fluid tOp-Dffs between 3,aaa-mile oil changes. Be safe, not sorry. You can't afford an engine failure.
Call 1-800-FAST·CHANGE for the location nearest you.

------.- ---.----------

S3.00 OFF

Full-Service Dil Change
with this coupon.

"
~.

$3.00 OFF

Full-Service Oil Change
with this coupon.

JfJhu/fne

Offer not valid with any other same service .
offers or discount. Exp. 12131194 Code MJ.E
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Offer not valid ivith any other same service
offers or discount. Exp. 12/31/94 Code MJE

